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Wen Ruxia was no longer nervous upon seeing how natural Qiao Nian was. She smiled and greeted her. 
“Hello, Miss Qiao.” 
 
“Hello.” 
 
Wen Ruxia was someone Nie Mi had introduced to her and was also older than her. Qiao Nian was quite 
polite to her. 
 
Her tone was not very intimate, but at least she respected her. 
 
Qiao Nian didn’t stand on ceremony. After a simple greeting, she immediately got to the point. “I’ve 
almost changed the score for Spark. I’ll send it to you tonight.” 
 
Qiao Nian lowered her eyelashes and calculated the time. Then, she gave a specific time. “It’ll take about 
an hour. I’m still a little short of finishing up.” 
 
“Okay. I’m not in a hurry. Finish it and send it to me,” Wen Ruxia said immediately. 
 
Qiao Nian nodded. “Okay, I’ll send it to your email after I’m done.” 
 
“Okay.” 
 
Seeing the girl’s overly eye-catching face, Wen Ruxia remembered what they had talked about during 
the meeting. She suddenly thought of something and asked Qiao Nian a second before she was about to 
hang up, “By the way, Miss Qiao, are you interested in doing an MV?” 
 
Qiao Nian had almost hung up. She frowned slightly at this question. “MV?” 
 
Wen Ruxia immediately said, “Isn’t our theme song for sports this time? 
 
“We’re going to film a music video for a unit project to promote the Winter Games, but we haven’t 
found the female lead. Miss Qiao, why don’t you try it if you have time?” 
 
The more Wen Ruxia thought about it, the more she felt that this was a good idea. She immediately 
talked about it. “You don’t have to worry about the time. We’re filming the music video to promote it. 
You just have to take half a day out. I’ll get the photographer to follow you and film some materials. 
You’re the creator of the theme song. If you can appear in the music video, I believe the final publicity 
effect will definitely explode…” 
 
Qiao Nian listened to her talk excitedly about the MV. She didn’t want to interrupt her, but she had to. 
“I’m sorry, I don’t know how to skate.” 
 
Wen Ruxia was a little stunned and almost stuttered. “Uh, you, you said you wouldn’t…” 
 
“I don’t know how to ski.” Qiao Nian looked at her calmly and repeated what she had just said. “I also 
don’t know how to skate.” 



 
The weather was warm around the city. It was spring all year round, and it rarely snowed in winter. 
 
She had never had a chance to touch snow before. 
 
Qiao Chen knew how to ski very well because Qiao Weimin and Shen Qiongzhi always brought her to 
places like the ice world. 
 
But she’d never been there, so she couldn’t skate. 
 
Wen Ruxia had never thought that there was anything that the ‘omnipotent’ big shot did not know how 
to do. 
 
“…I don’t know how to ski.” She rubbed her temples and leaned back in her office chair as if thinking 
about the possibility that Qiao Nian didn’t know how to ski and skate. After thinking for a long time, she 
couldn’t think of a solution. She could only say, “Let me think about it again. I’ll tell you when I think of a 
way.” 
 
Qiao Nian wanted to say that it was unnecessary because she didn’t want to film any MV at all. 
 
However, Wen Ruxia was still thinking about this matter. She said anxiously, “Miss Qiao, I won’t talk to 
you for now. I’ll ask the production team. They should have professional equipment to solve this 
problem.” 
 
With that, while thinking of looking for a professional to discuss a solution, she hung up the video call 
without giving Qiao Nian a chance to say anything. 


